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T
he action, undertaken on 14 March 2011, saw the
MV Vega-5 captured some 600 nautical miles off
Mumbai. The vessel itself had been hijacked by
Somali pirates on 28 December 2010, and her
position and the number of pirates found onboard

suggest that the vessel had been used to stage multiple
attacks on shipping in the  Indian Ocean . The captured
pirates have been taken to Mumbai to be questioned.

IMB Director Captain Pottengal Mukundan
commented: “IMB congratulates the Indian navy on the firm
stance taken by them against the pirates and particularly the
capture of a large number of pirates. This instance shows
that the pirates were planning attacks against ships on an
industrial scale. This action has prevented many potential
attacks against merchant vessels. Similar actions against
known pirate action groups is vital in an area which is sim-
ply too vast for close monitoring by naval assets. For too long
pirate gangs have been operating with relative impunity.”

Along with the recaptured vessel, 13 hostages were
released as part of the operation. In January, the Indian
navy sank two pirate mother ships as part of the ongoing
‘Operation Island Watch’.

A tough stance has also been taken recently by the
navies of  United States ,  Russia ,  Malaysia and  South
Korea . Mr Mukundan continued: “We urge other states
to commit additional resources to help fight this problem

and to give naval commanders the rules of engagement
which will provide an effective deterrent against the pirates.”
According to the IMB Piracy Reporting Centre ( PRC )
Somali attacks account for over 70% of the worldwide
attacks and over 90% of the hijackings. It affects shipping in
some of the key world trade routes.

In January it was reported that more people were
taken hostage at sea in 2010 than in any year on record.
Pirates captured 1,181 seafarers and killed eight.  A total of
53 ships were hijacked.

The number of pirate attacks against ships has
risen every year for the last four years, IMB revealed.  Ships
reported 445 attacks in 2010, up 10% from 2009. While 188
crew members were taken hostage in 2006, 1,050 were taken
in 2009 and 1,181 in 2010.

“These figures for the number of hostages and ves-
sels taken are the highest we have ever seen,” said Captain
Mukundan “The continued increase in these numbers is
alarming."

“As a percentage of global incidents, piracy on the
high seas has increased dramatically over armed robbery in
territorial waters,” said Captain Mukundan. “On the high
seas off  Somalia , heavily armed pirates are overpowering
ocean-going fishing or merchant vessels to use as a base for
further attacks.  They capture the crew and force them to sail
to within attacking distance of other unsuspecting vessels.”

According to IMB, hijackings off the coast of
Somalia accounted for 92% of all ship seizures last year with
49 vessels hijacked and 1,016 crew members taken hostage.
A total of 28 vessels and 638 hostages were still being held
for ransom by Somali pirates as of 31 December 2010.

While attacks off the coast of  Somalia remain
high, the number of incidents in the  Gulf of Aden more
than halved last year, with 53 attacks in 2010 down from
117 in 2009. IMB attributes this reduction to the deterrence
work of naval forces from around the world that have been
patrolling the area since 2008 and to ships’ application of
self-protection measures recommended in Best Management
Practices, version 3  (BMP 3), a booklet published last year by
the shipping industry and navies.

“The naval units in the seas off the Horn of Africa
should be applauded for preventing a huge number of
piracy attacks in the region,” said Captain Mukundan.
“The continued presence of international navies is vital
in protecting merchant ships along these important trade
routes."

But Somali pirates are travelling further afield.
In December 2010, they reached as far south as the
Mozambique Channel and as far east as 72° East longitude

The ICC International Maritime Bureau (IMB) has commended the Indian
navy’s latest action against piracy off the country’s west coast, which saw
a mother ship neutralised and 61 pirates captured 
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in the  Indian Ocean , an operating range IMB says is
unprecedented. What can be done to stop the surge of piracy
on the high seas? Captain Mukundan said the answer
lies primarily onshore in South Central Somalia. 

“There is a desperate need for a stable
infrastructure in this area,” he said. “It is vital that
governments and the United Nations devote resources to
developing workable administrative infrastructures to
prevent criminals from exploiting the vacuum left from years
of failed local government. All measures taken at sea to limit
the activities of the pirates are undermined because of a lack
of responsible authority back in  Somalia from where the
pirates begin their voyages and return with hijacked vessels.”

Elsewhere, violent attacks continued around
Nigeria , with incidents concentrated near the  port of  Lagos
. Overall, 13 vessels were boarded, four vessels fired upon
and there were two attempted attacks.

In  Bangladesh , the number of armed robbery
incidents rose for the second successive year. Twenty-
one vessels were boarded, mainly by attackers armed
with knives. Almost all were anchored in the  port of
Chittagong .

Indonesia saw its highest levels of armed robbery
against ships since 2007. Thirty vessels were boarded, nine
attacks were thwarted and one vessel was hijacked. Vessels
were underway in 15 of the attacks. The  South  China  Seas
recorded 31 incidents, more than double the previous year.
Twenty-one vessels were boarded, seven attacks attempted,
two vessels were fired upon and one was hijacked. The last
quarter of 2010 was quiet, with only one reported incident.

The IMB Piracy Reporting Centre is the world’s
only manned centre to receive reports of pirate attacks 24
hours a day from across the globe and strongly urges all
shipmasters and owners to continue to report all worldwide
actual, attempted or suspicious piracy and armed robbery
incidents to the IMB’s Piracy Reporting Centre and in the
case of the Horn of Africa incidents as required under the
BMP. IMB Piracy Reporting Centre can be contacted at  PO
Box 12559 ,  Kuala Lumpur , 50782,  Malaysia .

‘EMERALD’ DESIGN EXCEEDS TARGETS
Lloyd’s Register and Shanghai-based Bestway

Marine Engineering Design have completed their joint-
industry project to develop a trend-setting environmental
bulk carrier, with results far exceeding expectations.   

According to the provisional data from the project,
the new design for a 35,000dwt bulk carrier will achieve
an 18% improvement in environmental efficiency over
comparable previous versions when measured against the
IMO 's Energy Efficiency Design Index, a method by which a
ship's CO2 efficiency is measured.  

“This project clearly demonstrates what can be
achieved through the power of technical co-operation," said
Nick Brown, Lloyd's Register's Country and Marine Manager,
China . "It showcased our technical expertise and ability to
provide timely insights and support to innovative designers
such as Bestway right from the initial design stage. This
project also highlighted the leadership Bestway is taking in
the area of ship design. We are confident about working
together again with Bestway on safe and efficient designs in
the future.”   

The new 'Emerald' design exceeded targets in a
number of key areas: it reduced the Handysize model's steel
weight by 12%, making room for more revenue-generating
cargo without increasing fuel consumption (the target was a
10% reduction); it also reduced fuel consumption by 19.5%
(the target was 15%).

Both companies have since committed to return
to the drawing board to see what further practical gains can
be made with 35,000-dwt and other ship designs to answer
calls from the market for 'greener' more efficient ships.  

“This project demonstrated and strengthened the
strong relationship between Lloyd’s Register and Bestway. It
is an excellent example of effective co-operation between a
local design company and a leading classification society,"
said Prof. Liu Nan, Bestway Chairman and General
Manager. "I am sure that with more co-operation our
‘Emerald’ series and other bulk carrier ship-types will be opti-
mised and all these ship-types will satisfy a growing demand
from the global ship-owner community.”
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The project was started in 2009 to research the
commercial, functional and design feasibility of developing
environment-friendly, low-carbon, economical bulk carriers.
Owners in Asia and in  Europe are showing interest in the
innovative vessel designs and Bestway is now applying the
design criteria to a number of different sized bulk carriers.

With support from London-based members of the
organisation's Strategic Research Group, Lloyd’s Register
Classification Society ( China ) is working with Bestway to
provide training on the application of the organisation's
classification rules and rule-change updates, as well as
providing Bestway staff with technical training on the
operational impact these changes will have on ship-design. 

SEAGULL’S IMSBC CODE TRAINING
Seagull  AS , the leading provider of computer

based training (CBT) for seafarers, has introduced a new
module that incorporates the regulatory changes made
through the International Maritime Solid Bulk Cargoes
(IMSBC) Code that became mandatory under the SOLAS
Convention from January 1st, 2011. The new Code, which
covers the loading, discharge and transportation by sea of dry
bulk cargoes, replaces the Code of Safe Practice for Solid
Bulk Cargoes (The BC Code), and has to be followed by all
bulk carriers.

Working closely with experts from  South
Tyneside  College, Seagull has completely revised its
previously BC Code-compliant training module in order to
implement the necessary changes and bring it in line with
the new IMSBC Code. The company’s recently released
IMSBC Code  CBT module incorporates a total of 12
chapters, dealing with different aspects of the Code,
introducing best practice and also setting out optimum
safety measures for the loading, discharge and carriage of
solid bulk cargoes.

The  CBT module aims to enhance awareness of
correct procedures and methods for stowage of solid bulk car-
goes; the compatibility of different cargoes; the need for pre-
cautions with dangerous cargoes; aspects relating to ship and
crew safety; and environmental protection. In particular, the
training module focuses on the particular requirements in
respect of solid bulk cargoes that are liable to self heat and
thereby combust; how to maintain the structural stability
of the ship by eliminating stresses on bulkheads and
other parts of the vessel; and how to ensure the safety of
personnel onboard.

According to Captain Jim Dibble of Seagull  UK ,
“We have designed the new module so that it is easy to fol-
low and is useful from a practical point of view for seafarers
onboard bulk carriers, rather than being too long-winded and
legalistic. The new training module allows seafarers to grasp
the new IMSBC requirements in an intuitive way, so they
can more easily comprehend what is now required of them.”
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Taking about two hours to complete, Seagull’s
IMSBC Code  CBT also gives practical examples of real
situations that have occurred on bulkers in the past. “We
have illustrated the dangers of non-compliance with actual
accidents or incidents that have occurred within the
industry. Introducing real scenarios helps focus the minds of
seafarers on the task in hand which will ensure the safety of
themselves and their colleagues, as well as the safety of the
vessel itself,” says Captain Dibble.

At the end of each of the chapters there is an
assessment section which will enable seafarers to get a good
idea of the level of understanding they have reached. The
results of this assessment can also be accessed by the
company’s training administrators, via a database, so that
they can easily see how much of the training has been
completed and the level of comprehension that has
been achieved.

“One of the strengths of the Seagull training
package is that it allows the owner or operator to assess not
only the training but also how it is taking place onboard the
vessel,” adds Captain Dibble. “As well as being highly cost
effective, it also allows shore-based staff to continuously
monitor the progress that is being made.”

Seagull's new IMBSC  CBT training module is
aimed primarily at seafarers sailing on bulk carriers,
particularly those at STCW Management and Operation
level who are involved with cargo operations. Captain Dibble
says however, “This is also a very useful tool for
management at the shore-based offices of shipowners and
operators as it can give staff in these locations a very detailed
view of the issues involved in loading, discharging and
transporting these types of cargoes.”

MARC IS BORN
When maritime businesses assess the risks they

face, and the accidents and incidents which all too often
result, they usually see that urgent action is necessary, if not
long overdue.

Responding to the needs of ship owners and
operators wanting access to the expertise required to provide
big solutions to big problems, two leading companies have
come together to provide clients not simply with an
understanding of why things have gone wrong, but also the
tools to proactively avoid them into the future.

Marine Accident & Risk Consultants (MARC) is a
joint venture company that combines the knowledge and
experience of two of the most respected companies in the
fields of Marine Safety and Risk Management, to provide
a comprehensive suite of marine safety management
consultancy services. 

MARC brings together the full capabilities of
ConsultISM Ltd - the world’s leading independent
organisation specialising in the management of marine
safety and control of operational risk and  RTI Ltd - global
leaders in accident investigation and risk management in the
marine, aviation and other high risk industries

The collective resources of these organisations is
unsurpassed and the MARC team are fully prepared and
ready to provide the back-up and support to work alongside
marine clients to ensure that the necessary steps are taken to
minimise risk and ensure a safe and profitable operation.

Les Chapman, Managing Director, said, “Many
companies either do not fully know the risks they face, and
those who do are not entirely sure of the implications or of
how to manage them.  With the creation of MARC there is
now the ability to address these issues with access to world
class and leading insight into the problems faced and the
means of remedying them”.

To undertake a full review of risk within any
business and to develop real workable solutions takes
outstanding, industry leading expertise.  The experience
MARC brings provides not just a close view of specific
problems areas, but  an overview of risks and the systems in
place to mitigate them, while ensuring company personnel
know what to do and how and when to do it.
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Over the years ConsultISM has established itself
as a leading service provider in marine safety management
and the ISM Code. The company has specialised in
identifying the causal factors to explain why incidents
occur and proactively conducted risk assessments to mitigate
the level of operational risk. Based in  London,  RTI Limited
is a wholly owned subsidiary of  RTI Group that has
full capabilities in the marine, aviation, and utilities
investigation fields expanding  RTI 's worldwide range of
analytical capabilities and experience. 

NEW MASTER SHIPPING AND TRANSPORT PROGRAMME
Netherlands Maritime University (NMU), part of

the STCGroup, is delighted to announce that it will offer  a
part-time Master programme in Shipping and Transport as of
October 2011. NMU will welcome the first group of
part-time students on October 30th, 2011 at the  STC -
Group headquarters in Rotterdam .

NMU has been running the full-time Master
Shipping and Transport program successfully since 2008,
with a total of 106 students participating from all over the
world who represent 32 different nationalities. NMU
initiated the part-time Master program in order to fulfill the
demands of ambitious working professionals who wish to
combine their career with further higher education.

The English-based program has a total duration of
two years and three months and includes five modules: four
theoretical modules and a final module dedicated to thesis
research. The four core modules focus on ‘the shipping and

transport industry’, ‘corporate management’, ‘shipping
management’ and ‘port design and management’. The
part-time master program makes use of various means of
knowledge transfer and skill development, ranging from
lectures, seminars, case assignments and presentations to
hands-on training through simulator exercises, management
games and excursions.

The program will start with a two-day
introduction on board of one of the  STC -Group’s training
vessels. These days will focus on introducing the program,
team-building and allowing the group of part-time students
to get to know each other.

WSS ACQUIRES EUROKOR
Wilhelmsen Ships Service has signed a definitive

agreement to acquire Eurokor Logistics, a ships agency,
logistics and forwarding company based in The Netherlands
and  Belgium . This acquisition will further strengthen
Wilhelmsen Ships Service’s logistics and agency operations
in  Central Europe . The deal was set to close as IBJ went to
press.

“Acquiring Eurokor Logistics is another step
towards fulfilling our growth ambitions”, says Bård Bjørløw,
VP Europe at Wilhelmsen Ships Service. “As a customer
focused company, we are continuously adjusting our
organisation to meet our customers’ needs. The
Netherlands and  Belgium are strategic key locations for our
customers and Eurokor Logistics will be a valuable addition
to our logistics expertise in this market.”
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Eurokor Logistics provides ships agency services,
freight forwarding and barging, focusing on drybulk, wet
bulk, breakbulk and project cargo customers. The Managing
Directors of Eurokor Logistics, Piet Kok and Stan Claes
comment, “We are pleased to now join forces with
Wilhelmsen Ships Service. We believe this is a great
opportunity for our organisation, and it will enable us to
offer a wider range of services to our customers”.

Wilhelmsen Ships Service already offers ships
agency services in The Netherlands and  Belgium , but with
the addition of Eurokor Logistics the company will now have
the ability to offer customers a complete value chain from
port to site. Bård Bjørløw adds, 

“In order to be the preferred partner of our
customers we always need to look out for ways to develop

further the offers we bring to the market. Strengthening our
ships agency and maritime logistics offers is a key driver in
our growth strategy moving forward. Eurokor Logistics and
its competent team will, without doubt, strengthen our
ability to improve operational efficiency to our existing and
future customers.”

Wilhelmsen Ships Service has the world’s largest
maritime services network, with 4,600 marine professionals
servicing 2,200 ports in 125 countries. 

Wilhelmsen Ships Service supplies safety and
environmental services, Unitor marine products, Nalfleet
marine chemicals, maritime logistics and ships agency to
the maritime industry. Last year the company made 214 000
product deliveries to 23,000  vessels and handled 54,000
port calls.. �
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A
bu Dhabi Ports Company (ADPC) was created
by Emiri decree in 2006 and has two mandates –
to operate commercial ports and industrial zones
in Abu Dhabi. Its purpose is to create a
sustainable growth platform that spurs economic

expansion and diversification.
The 3rd of November 2010 was a landmark

moment in ADPC’s history with the first commercial cargo
unloading at the purpose built EMAL wharf at Khalifa Port
located at Taweelah, Abu Dhabi. The facility has been built
for Emirates Aluminium (EMAL) to receive bulk cargoes to
feed EMAL’s current smelter and future smelters at
Taweelah. Khalifa Port is located mid way between the cities
of Dubai and Abu Dhabi and is being developed as the future
gateway port for the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. The first phases
of Khalifa Port and Kizad, both opening in the fourth quarter
of 2012  will cost US$7.2bn.  Kizad is destined to become
one of the world’s largest industrial zones, with Zone A and
B totaling nearly 420 sq kms in size. It will feature a range of
vertically integrated industrial clusters, with multimodal
connectivity by air, rail, sea and road.

The milestone achievement for Khalifa Port was
celebrated with receiving its first shipment of 25,938 tonnes
of smelting grade alumina aboard the LR Lily from Rocky
Point, Jamaica. Since then, the purpose built bulk facility has
received close to 500,000 tonnes of cargo.

The jetty contains a vacuum ship unloader that
transfers coke and alumina (the primary raw materials for
aluminium production) onto a wharf belt conveyor system.
Once on the conveyor, the material is transported 4.6kms
along the trestle bridge and causeway running from the
wharf to the shore, before being delivered directly to the
EMAL onsite Silo storage facility.

The 800m long jetty is situated 3.5kms offshore
and forms an integral part of the Khalifa Port development
which includes container, general cargo and bulk terminals

along with related cargo handling facilities. Khalifa Port is
being developed in conjunction with the adjacent Kizad
(Khalifa Industrial Zone Abu Dhabi) also part of ADPC and
which is set to become one of the major industrial hubs in
the world.

EMAL was established in February 2007 to
construct what will become the world’s largest single site
aluminium smelter complex, located in Kizad. The project is
being built in two phases. Phase one started production in
December 2009 and once finished EMAL will produce
750,000 tonnes of aluminium per annum and 1.5m tonnes
annually at the end of phase two. The aluminium complex,
a 6 sq km site will produce primary aluminium with a
product mix of sow, standard ingot, tee ingot, extrusion billet
and sheet ingot.

Once complete, Khalifa Port will be a state-of-the-
art efficient gateway for import and export serving Abu
Dhabi and one of the largest industrial zones in the world at
Kizad. The port will receive all ship sizes, including the
largest container ships and bulk vessels. It will accommodate
a wide range of cargo, including containers, break bulk,
liquid and dry bulk cargos; it will also feature state-of-the-art
unloading and storage facilities. It is mandated along a five
stage phased development approach up to 2030 with capacity
of up to 35m tonnes of general and bulk cargo by 2030.

EMAL was established in February 2007 to
construct what will become the world’s largest single site
aluminium smelter complex, located in KIZAD. The project
is being built in two phases. Phase one started production in
December 2009 and once finished EMAL will produce
750,000 tonnes of aluminium per annum and 1.5m tonnes
annually at the end of phase two. The aluminium complex,
a 6 sq km site will produce primary aluminium with a
product mix of sow, standard ingot, tee ingot, extrusion billet
and sheet ingot. Apart from the EMAL jetty with a handling
capacity of 4m tonnes a year, the first phase of the Khalifa

In addition to the development of its Khalifa gateway port  at Taweelah,
Abu Dhabi Ports Company (ADPC) has unveiled plans for the upgrading
and development of commercial port facilities in the western region of the
Emirate
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Port development will deliver 2m TEU and 8m tonnes of
general cargo, with bulk cargo handling capacities to be
commissioned in the fourth quarter of 2012.

Once complete, Khalifa Port will be a state–of-the-
art efficient gateway for import and export. The port will
receive all ship sizes, including the largest container ships
and bulk vessels. It will accommodate a wide range of cargo,
including containers, break bulk, liquid and dry bulk cargos;
it will also feature state-of-the-art unloading and storage
facilities. It is mandated along a five stage phased
development approach up to 2030 and will offer capacities of
15m TEU and 35m tonnes of general and bulk cargo.

ADPC has unveiled a wave of new developments
in commercial ports situated in the Western (Al Gharbia)
region. The planned improvements and enhancements are
part of ADPC’s mandate of being a leader in the
development of world class ports across Abu Dhabi.

ADPC has identified a number of ports in the
Western Region that will have their facilities upgraded,
including Sila, Mugharrag, Marfa, Delma and the marina at
Shahama, which is located near Abu Dhabi city. Two of the
Western region ports will be officially opened shortly with
the Sila Port opening this month and the Mugharrag Port in
May. Both ports will be fully manned to handle commercial
cargo and will each feature a terminal building, a newly
installed Vessel Traffic System (VTS) along with radar. The
remaining ports, Delma, Marfa and Shahama are currently
being carefully studied and will undergo development by the
end of the year, once final approvals have been granted.
Shahama Port will see the construction of a commercial
recreational marina open to the public. 

Commenting on the developments, Walid Al
Tamimi, Vice President of Ports operations, ADPC, said:
“These exciting developments will help both the industry
and local communities living in Al Gharbia and at Shahama.
We are proud to be playing our part in the diversification of
the Abu Dhabi economy and in creating new business
opportunities to the people of Abu Dhabi. We will continue
with our ongoing commitment of providing excellent
services to the ports we look after”.

Late last month, ADPC signed a letter of intent to
award the port  operations for the new Khalifa Port to ADT
(Abu Dhabi Terminals) when phase 1 of the port opens for
business in final quarter of 2012. 

Announcing the decision on the first day of the
World Ports and Trade Summit being held at the Abu Dhabi
Exhibition Center, Tony Douglas, CEO of ADPC said: “This
news signals the latest stage of our plans for Khalifa Port
which is well on target for completion late next year. Con-
struction is 68% complete and the announcement of intent
to appoint ADT so well in advance of the opening will help
in the development of strategy and business planning for the
benefit of future customers.”

Martijn Van de Linde, CEO of ADT added: “I am
delighted that ADT is the intended operator of Khalifa Port
which will be one of the most modern in the region and the
first semi-automated port operation.   I look forward to
working closely with ADPC over the next year in the run up
to the opening and contributing to the ongoing development
of infrastructure in Abu Dhabi.”

In his opening address to the World Ports and
Trade Summit, Dr Sultan Al Jaber, Chairman of ADPC,
pointed out that the UAE’s location at the crossroads of

world trade presented an opportunity to play a greater role in
the global industry, as well as to further enhance its
economic development.

“Today, ports here, in the UAE, account for 61% of
trade volume among the GCC countries. Our ports
witnessed a 13% annual growth in volume, between 2004
and 2008,” he stated. “Despite the downturn in global port
traffic in 2009, the industry proved resilient with volumes
quickly recovering in 2010. Moving forward, US$46.5bn in
current, or planned port developments, are taking place in
the wider region.

“Today, world ports are handling more cargo than
ever before; with global container volumes 10 times greater
than in 1980. This growth has largely been a result of the
impressive rise in traffic through Asian ports; whose share in
global traffic has doubled from around 30% in 1980 to nearly
60% today.

“With this remarkable, fast-paced growth, ports
are striving to be more competitive, efficient and productive.
In the fourth quarter of 2012, the new Khalifa Port in Abu
Dhabi will have the first semi-automated container terminal
in the Middle East, making it an attractive destination for
customers as well as a major contributor to the local
industry’s growth and Abu Dhabi’s economic diversification
plans.

“With increasing globalisation in an era that is
more competitive, than ever before, customer service is
becoming a key differentiator in all sectors. With a large
proportion of each country’s GDP passing through its ports,
the lack of competitive services can significantly impact its
economy. In Abu Dhabi we are conscious of such effects and
are working to ensure we meet the requirements of the 21st
century,” he declared.

ADPC announced at the Summit, the formation
of a knowledge-sharing partnership agreement with the
Virginia Port Authority, USA.

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed
between the two organisations by Tawfeeq Yousof Al
Mubarak, Executive Vice President of Ports, ADPC, and
Russell Held, Deputy Executive Director – Development,
VPA. The two-year agreement will see both companies co-
operating on marketing activities, market research, exchange
of information, green issues, modernisation details and cross
training. Working parties from both companies will also visit
each other’s sites periodically to solidify the partnership.
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Mr. Tawfeeq Al Mubarak commented, “This is a
great step forward for Abu Dhabi and the Middle East, and
we look forward to sharing knowledge and extending our
friendship and professional relationship with one of the most
important ports on the American East Coast.”

Russell Held, stated: “Working closely with ADPC
in the near future will prove to be a very mutually beneficial
relationship that is rare in the region. We have already begun
to share information and are eager in both welcoming ADPC
staff and in sending our own people to learn more about the
plans behind the commercial port operations in the emirate,
including the Khalifa Port.”

DP WORLD BOUNCES BACK
DP World has delivered a positive and encouraging

financial performance from its global portfolio of marine
terminals, which reflect a stronger second half of the year as
volume and revenue growth continued to improve on the
first half of the year. 

This, coupled with continuing of cost manage-
ment and improved terminal efficiencies, resulted in a return
to EBITDA margins above 40% and profit before tax in
excess of $500m.

Highlights include: consolidated throughput up
9% to 27.8m teu; revenue up 9% to $3.08bn; adjusted
EBITDA up 16% to $1.24bn; adjusted EBITDA margins
increase to 40.3%; profit for the year up 35% to $450m;

gross cash generation from operating activities of $1.11bn;
earnings per share of 2.26 US cents; and dividend per share
increased by 5% to 0.86 US cents

As stated when DP World published its full year
throughput announcement in January, the second half of
2010 saw improved trading over the first half. Full year
revenue of $3.08bn and EBITDA of $1.24bn were both well
ahead of 2009 whilst its EBITDA margins returned to above
40%. Whilst the return of container volumes across the
industry has been an important driver, the actions taken at
its terminals to increase revenue have contributed to it
delivering container revenue ahead of both 2009 and 2008. 

In addition, non-container revenue has returned
to growth with a particularly strong second half performance.
DP World has continued its focus on cash generation and
cost management as well as driving efficiencies in its
terminals. Success in this regard has resulted in 2010
EBITDA margins ahead of expectations at 40.3% and second
half margins back at 2008 levels with increased cash
generation to over $1.1bn.

DP World Chairman Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem
said: “2010 saw a return to volume growth across almost all
our terminals, albeit with different growth rates across
regions. We saw both rapid recovery in global trade in those
markets most affected by the decline in container volumes in
2009, and a return to more modest growth in those markets
which showed resilience during 2009. Almost all of our
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container terminals around the world are back at or ahead of
volumes last seen in 2008 which was a peak year for the
global container terminal industry. “The group has
continued to invest in its portfolio during the last two years
of global crisis and is seeing the benefit of this investment in
these results.”

Chief Executive Officer Mohammed Sharaf
commented: “Our 2010 results, with profit before tax in
excess of $500m, reflect a return of container volume growth
and greater revenue generation, together with the benefits
derived from our cost cutting measures and improved
terminal efficiencies implemented since the downturn.

“Our container operations have continued to
generate excellent performance, with container revenues
ahead of levels last seen in 2008. Despite the slower growth
from non-container revenues, cost controls and improved
terminal efficiencies have driven a 16% growth in EBITDA
to $1.24bn and EBITDA margins back above 40%.

“In the first two months of 2011 we have seen
12% volume growth across our consolidated portfolio with
further margin improvement from the full year 2010.
It is particularly pleasing to see the UAE region continuing
the strong performance seen at the end of 2010 with volume
and revenue growth in the first two months of 2011 well
ahead of last year.

“Despite continuing economic fragility and
political turbulence in some parts of the world, given the

geographic spread of our portfolio, we remain confident that
we will make further progress in 2011.

“Our focus remains on delivering profitable
growth, improving EBITDA margins and driving
cash generation in both the short term and long
term through a combination of incremental revenue
generation, improving efficiencies and cost management.
We remain confident about the long term outlook
for the container terminal industry and our strong
competitive position within it.”

Non-container revenue increased 5% to $566m
and accounted for 18% of total revenue in the period,
driven by a much stronger second half which saw this
income stream return across all regions in the second
half of the year, albeit at a lower rate in the UAE region.

DP World provides a wide range of cargo handling
services, with its core activity being container terminal
operations.  The throughput for the company was around
50m TEU in 2010. In addition to containers, many DP
World terminals are also able to handle: general cargo
across its portfolio of ports in Australasia, the Americas,
Africa, Europe and the Far East; bulk cargo at ports in
Africa, Australasia and the Far East; Ro-Ro vessels, including
car handling at a number of ports; and passengers. 

DP World runs a number of passenger terminals
worldwide, including in the Americas and the Philippines.
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C-TPAT CERTIFICATION
DP World has been certified as the first, and to

date, the only international port operator to partner in the
Customs-Trade Partnership against Terrorism (C-TPAT)
initiative by US Customs and Border Patrol. By being
certified into this programme, DP World has proved its
commitment to maintaining and managing high levels of
maritime security standards, procedures and processes at all
its global business units. This certification was primarily
based on DP World’s commitment to ISO 28000 standards
(Security Management System standards for securing the
global supply chain) of which DP World was the first global
maritime terminal operator to achieve certification. With
the C-TPAT certification, DP World becomes the only
global marine terminal operator to have achieved ISO 28000
and C-TPAT certification simultaneously.

All DP World terminals are fully certified as
C-TPAT members; this will also be the case for new or
future DP World terminals, where DP World corporate secu-
rity standards are implemented.

Achieving the C-TPAT certification emphasises
DP World’s commitment and contribution to securing the
global supply chain and ensuring continued free flow of
international trade. In addition, it provides DP World, and
its customers, with C-TPAT benefits such as reduced cargo
exams, priority clearance of containers, training, and the
sharing of information.

SHARJAH PORTS
Sharjah Ports Services is a partnership between

Sharjah Port Authority and the Thoresen Group and
undertake cargo handling and marketing operations in Port
Khalid and Hamriyah Port & Free Zone.

The ports are owned and controlled by the
Government of Sharjah's Department of Seaports &
Customs and general cargo operations are handled by
Sharjah Ports Services, a joint venture with the Thoresen
Group to handle the general cargo and marketing operations.

Since the commencement of SPS in mid 2002 the
port operations have effectively improved in terms of cargo
volume, productivity, modernisation of equipment and
market reach on a global scale. The synergy resulting
from this joint venture has offered a new thrust to the
ports growth.

The motivation levels of staff support the

efficiency of work resulting in friendly, prompt and excellent
service to customers. The joint venture with Thoresen has
boosted cargo volumes from and to South East Asia, Far
East, GCC and Iran using Sharjah as the hub port. Sharjah,
being the base port for various carriers, attracted several new
conventional and multipurpose services from the Far East,
South East Asia, Indian sub-continent and Australia -
New Zealand. Sharjah has established itself as a major
gateway to ports within the Arabian Gulf and on the
Indian Ocean Coast.

Located some 15kms from Sharjah's city centre,
the Hamriyah Port & Industrial Free Zone was designed to
benefit not only from a deep water port but also from easy
access to the UAE's superhighway network, as well as
providing connections to neighbouring Gulf states. The port
was originally constructed for the export of LPG being
produced from Sharjah's Sajja Gas field.

The demand for industrial space and development
has prompted the Sharjah Government into long term
planning for future industrialisation as well as
diversification, away from petrochemicals and
minerals-related dependence. The trading traditions of
Sharjah provided it with the motivation to construct the
infrastructure that encouraged a wide variety of industries
into the Emirate, thus securing its future growth and
development of a highly-educated local workforce. 

To cater for anticipated growth, plans are under-
way for a substantial increase in berth and ship facilities
together with on-going expansion of the free zone. In the
heart of the city, Port Khalid is a pioneer among seaports in
the region, claiming many firsts, including the earliest
container, Ro-Ro and free trade terminal.

Port Khalid's facilities consists of 21 berths with a
variety of shipping assets, ranging from general, reefer,
dry, liquid and bulk cargo to container and oil and
offshore support services. There are two alongside cold
stores, customs bonded stores, and competitively priced road
haulage.

Several multilane roads and highways link Port
Khalid to the Emirates, making it convenient and cost
effective to move cargo to inland destinations within the
UAE and Arabian Peninsula.

Since its inception, Port Khalid has developed
substantially, constantly modernizing and upgrading services
while keeping operations efficient and fast by mechanization
of Port & Customs Department's system. The management
invests in its employees and facilities, resulting in excellent
customer experience.

RAK PORT FACILITIES
Saqr Port boasts a first class suite of services and

facilities, which meet the needs of all port users. Some of the
Port’s commercial facilities include: 42,000 sq m of covered
warehouse; open storage areas in excess of 84ha; eight
bulk-handling berths; three container handling berths; and
one general purpose berth.

A range of maritime services including
hydrographic survey, towage and diving are also available. A
comprehensive cargo handling service is provided by Saqr
Port through a combination of port and private terminals. A
large number of shovels, forklift trucks as well as 10 mobile
harbor cranes and two ship loaders are always available and
additional capacity can be brought in when required.
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Saqr Port’s own operational department handles
a wide diversity of imported and exported cargo. The
efficiency of the port is well known in the industry and has
an established reputation for the efficient and fast turn-
around of vessels. Cargo is handled at Saqr Port on both port
and  privately-operated berths. Saqr Port handles a wide
diversity of imported and exported cargoes through the Port.

The Company, utilising its own experienced
workforce of skilled plant operators provides a responsive
and rapid customer service.

Currently, Saqr Port is operating with cranes
capable of lifting up to 124 tonnes and additional capacity
capable of lifting cargo up to 400 tonnes can be made
available at short notice for major projects. In addition, a
modern fleet of forklift trucks, mechanical front loading
and trimming shovels and bulk conveying equipment is
available.

The highly experienced staff works closely with all
port customers to ensure that the required service levels are
met and keep pace with the changing requirements of the
market place.

Health and safety is of course of paramount
importance throughout the Port. The Port prides itself on the
cleanliness and good management of all of its areas of
operations, which contributes to the excellent safety record.
All staff receive regular training in health and safety matters.
Ongoing staff development is a major feature of operational
management, to ensure that customers can be confident that
their cargo is in safe hands.

EMARAT MARITIME’S EXPANSION PLANS
Emarat Maritime is a dynamic shipping company

with a multinational team of skilled professionals
providing the highest quality of service. Headquartered
in Dubai, Emarat Maritime is highly diversified and one
of the most successful and prominent ship operating
companies in the United Arab Emirates.

Formed in 1990, Emarat is today a prominent
player in the global shipping market & is well known as an
operator of a young fleet of modern, well maintained and
efficient vessels.

The Company’s primary focus is on the dry bulk
and the energy markets. It commenced its operations in
1990 with agricultural products trade and eventually
changed its strategy with the turn of the century and
acquiring a handymax bulk carrier in 2001. 

Having taken over its first tanker in 2006, EML
embarked upon a gradual expansion plan covering a period of
five years. EML currently has a fleet of five Aframax tankers
and nine Bulk Carriers.

We operate our fleet to the highest industry
standards; where factors like crew welfare, safety awareness
and environmental conscientiousness are not just procedural
requirements, but a company culture. 

This culture is a direct influence of our core values
& has been inculcated by virtue of the commitment of the
top management, who are actively involved in the reviews of
the QSHE policy and its implementation.

Emarat is an ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certified
company. “Our firm belief in people, leadership and technical
excellence results in a highly efficient, safe and reliable
service that enables us to provide the best possible returns
for our clients,” stated Captain Jitendra Misra, managing
director of Emarat Maritime.

“Since our inception, we have been driven by a
business model that focuses on a customer centric
approach. Equipped with a strong value system and a vision
to serve international shipping, we have constantly
endeavoured to excel in various aspects of the business - like
Ship Operation, Chartering, Marine Insurance and Technical
Services etc.

“Today, EML is a leading ship operator in the
region that is well known amongst its business associates
and customers, as one that provides quality service with
utmost efficiency. This coupled with our vast industry
expertise, enables us to focus on adapting and tailoring
solutions for our customers, which gives them the
competitive advantage they seek.

It is a result of the foresight of our management
team and the sheer dedication of our staff that we continue
to go from strength to strength, even through these
challenging times,” he said.

“We are fully committed to consistently providing
total quality in all our services to satisfy and enhance current
and emerging needs and expectations of our customers

It is the policy of the company that all employees
in every function ashore and on board its ships execute their
work under safe and healthy conditions with proper concern
to prevent all acts that could compromise safety of lives,
cause personal injury or damage to property,” he added.

Emarat Maritime deploys its fleet of modern
handymax and Supramax (45,000dwt to 61,000dwt) bulk
carriers and Aframax Tankers for worldwide trading.

The focus of the dry cargo chartering is primarily
on the carriage of coal, iron ore, potash, grain, alumina, steel
and its by-products.   

The Chartering team is also active in:
chartering-in of tonnage; sale and purchase of vessels;
post fixture operations; operational monitoring and analysis
of the overall financial performance of the fleet. �
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THE DUBAI ADVANTAGE
Carsten Ladekjaer, Managing Director, explains to IBJ, the benefits of providing a personalised service. “International

Bunkering Middle East DMCC is a true world wide top professional player in the bunker and lubricant supply market. We
provide product expertise, market guidance, flexible credit terms and first and foremost an excellent personalised service to
our clients which make them stay loyal to us and recommend us widely to others. Our strength is that we understand the

shipping industry, it’s fundamentals and it’s challenges and opportunities. This way we are in position to guide and help
our clients on each of their individual levels and I feel that they really appreciate this.

Whenever we are selling something we stand behind the service and quality with our own name. With our own Terms &
Conditions we take on a legal responsibility and ensure a fair deal towards the end user. I firmly believe this is one of our
main selling points which unfortunately may be overlooked by many in the hurry of things.

Being situated in Dubai we have a number of advantages. We are right in between the European, African and Asian time
zones. This way we can cover all these markets (including the Middle East of course) without any difficulty. Furthermore the
population of Dubai consists of an extreme variety of cultures giving us a unique opportunity to recruit talented staff with
various cultural backgrounds all from our own backyard.  Apart from this of course our clients and suppliers based in the
region like to have us close to them. This always give a common feeling of having closer bonds together.

We also offer all grades and brands of marine lubricants. Many of our bunker clients have found it lucrative also to source
the lubricants through us. Through our world wide network of lubricant manufacturers and distributors we can often assist
clients at very remote locations and with very short notice even when others had to give up. This creates loyalty in return.

We also offer Fixed Price Agreements enabling operators to lock their budget on the bunker cost. We have an in house
department specialized in this field and they are considered among the world bunker market leaders.

As part of the ‘bunker package’ we also offer our added value services such as port agency, when doing a ‘bunker call
only’ at selected ports or locations. We can some times help with cash to master, supply of nautical charts, crew change etc.
We also like to share our knowledge about the market in general enabling the customer to chose the bunker location which
suits his or her voyage the best.. and perhaps also guide him or her on the timing of the bunker stem enabling them to save
cost. The latter has become a feature which is more and more in demand lately.

Our long term strategy is to make International Bunkering Middle East DMCC an even more commonly known brand
world wide. Our aim is to become the first choice bunker and lubricant provider for as many ship owners, operators,
charterers etc. as possible. We realize that we can not do this by ourselves. We depend largely on our close bonds with our
wide supply network. As such we shall continue our efforts to maintain and develop close ties with reputable and reliable
suppliers from all over the world.”




